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HELLO HILDESHEIM!

Hobby Horse Ltd. is a pioneer organisation in the
global market of hobby tailoring and leisure time management. It’s creative department is always at the
vanguard to find the best solutions for its clients’ free
time experiences in harmony with their professional
performance. We provide the best possibilities to extend your free time and leisure so you can focus on
your productive life.

WHAT WE DO

Hobby Horse understands that the labour market and
necessities are becoming more and more liquid. Our
cutting edge approach towards leisure time has proved
instant results on the continuation of our clients’ productive working lives.

Choose Hobby Horse as your hobby
consultant and provider and discover the potential of your occupied
free time — the power of your
extended leisure.

Building on a broad spectrum of expertise, we add real
quality life time to your productive time. We offer the widest range of hobbies on a global scale—from old-time
stamp collecting or backgammon games, to hacking or
deepsea diving.
Our personal hobby tailoring, flexible finance plans and
open time schedules assures our clients the best nonproductivity disruptive hobby to fulfill the necessary leisure time quota demanded for a proper happy life.

DON’T
WASTE TIME
LET
ON HOBBIES.
HOBBY HORSE
DO THEM
FOR YOU!

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY

“Luckily I found Hobby Horse;
they understood that my overall
passion was my business.”

DANIEL PETROVIC,
34 YEARS OLD,
BUSINESSMAN

“Hobby Horse changed my life. I am a full time and successful
businessman, and as everyone knows, success in the business
world means time. I was so excited about my company having so
many new customers and new exciting propositions from allies
all over the world, sadly my friends didn’t share this excitement.
Whenever I would go for a dinner party my friends would tell me,
‘you need to do something to relax’, ‘you need to have a hobby’.
I didn’t want to attend any dinner party anymore if the only thing
I hear would be “I only see Facebook posts of you being in business meetings”.

Luckily I found Hobby Horse; they understood that my overall
passion was my business and they allowed me to continue with it
and accomplish my goals.

Now my friends love to talk about my expertise on roof gardening
together with parkour. Now I am a Facebook event. I love going to
dinner parties and having beautiful women admiring my life and
business success.”

WHO WE ARE

Thanks for choosing Hobby Horse!

MARIE-CHRISTIN
RISSINGER

DAVID
PALME

GERARDO
MONTES DE OCA

Hobby Engineering

Tinkering

Hobby Consultant

VERENA
SCHRÖDER

FRIDA
ROBLES

KONSTANTIN
WOLF

Special Operations

Hobby Risk Assessment

Personal Hobby Tailor

Hobby Horse Hildesheim is part of Hobby Horse Ltd.
Hindenburgplatz 16 · 31134 Hildesheim
Mo – Fr: 3 – 8 pm · Sa – Su: 1– 5 pm
office@hobbyhorse.me · hobbyhorse.me

